
B 303 assembly of project with open and closed segments in same row. 

This project involved some interesting issues as to how to assemble it and getting the correct segment 
edge lengths on the closed segment sections.  Because I wanted a gap between the closed segment 
section and the open segment section this effected the segment edge lengths for the closed segment 
sections. 

All design was completed with Segment Pro.  I designed the bowl as fully closed, saved it and changed to 
fully open, saved that. Exported both summary sheets to excel and created a third summary in excel, 
similar to a recent project I posted.  The difference here was I added all the open rows to the closed 
rows by copy and paste the rows from the open summary to the closed summary, creating a third 
summary with both an open and closed line for each row, with the quantity of closed/open segments in 
each row adjusted.  This gave me the information I needed for each row, but the segment edge lengths 
for the closed section were not accurate since it doesn’t account for the opening at each end of the 
closed segment.  

I solved this with some simple math as I assembled each row.  

Initially, I was going to assemble this using the Lohman jig, but when I tried this, I thought it would be 
too difficult to adjust for the difference between the closed and open sections. I changed to using the 48 
open segment seg- easy plates. I used these to layout and attach the open segment sections to the 
previous completed row, then filled in the closed segment sections by hand, similar to filling in sections 
when completing a closed segment row on the Lohman jig. However, I found setting the previously 
completed section on the seg-easy plate requires extreme care to make sure the open segment sections 
are properly aligned with the already installed previous row.  

Since I was figuring this out as I went, I knew I would need a way to determine the correct edge lengths 
for the closed sections.  Once I had that figured out, I continued with the seg-easy plates, but for a 
future project like this I probably would use the Lohman jig since I’m installing the closed segments 
manually anyway. 

To determine the closed segment edge lengths for each row, I did the following.  I know this will sound 
complicated, but it’s far easier and simple to do than it is to explain. Once you do one, it’s just fill in the 
blanks for the rest.  I did the calculations for each row as I went along because I was already into the 
project, but again the next time, I probably would get them all done before I started since the 
information is already available in the summary sheet. 

Circumference of row = A 

Open SEL from summary x 48 =B 

A-B =total open segment gap/48 = actual open gap (OG) 

Open segment SEL x 8 = D 

OG x 9 = E  ( there are 9 gaps for 8 open segments) 

(D + E) X 3 = total length of circumference for open section F 

Total circumference of the row, A – F equals total circumference for the closed section/3 = one closed 
section circumference G 

G/8 = SEL for each closed section segment. 
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